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A NEW ELASTICITY ELEMENT MADE

FOR ENFORCING WEAK STRESS SYMMETRY

BERNARDO COCKBURN, JAYADEEP GOPALAKRISHNAN, AND JOHNNY GUZMÁN

Abstract. We introduce a new mixed method for linear elasticity. The nov-
elty is a simplicial element for the approximate stress. For every positive inte-
ger k, the row-wise divergence of the element space spans the set of polynomials
of total degree k. The degrees of freedom are suited to achieve continuity of
the normal stresses. What makes the element distinctive is that its dimension
is the smallest required for enforcing a weak symmetry condition on the ap-
proximate stress. This is achieved using certain “bubble matrices”, which are
special divergence-free matrix-valued polynomials. We prove that the approx-
imation error is of order k + 1 in both the displacement and the stress, and
that a postprocessed displacement approximation converging at order k + 2
can be computed element by element. We also show that the globally coupled
degrees of freedom can be reduced by hybridization to those of a displacement
approximation on the element boundaries.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we introduce a new mixed method for the system of equations
describing linear elasticity, namely

divσ = f in Ω,(1.1a)

Aσ − ε(u) = 0 in Ω,(1.1b)

u = 0 on ∂Ω,(1.1c)

where Ω ⊂ R
d (d = 2, 3) is a polyhedral domain. Here u is the displacement, σ

denotes the stress, ε(u) = (gradu+(gradu)t)/2 is the symmetric part of gradu and
A is a symmetric and positive-definite tensor over the space of symmetric matrices.
Differential operators are applied row by row, i.e., in (1.1a), the ith row of divσ
is the divergence of the ith row vector of the matrix σ. Similarly, the ith row of
the matrix gradu is the gradient (written as a row) of the ith component of the
vector u.
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1.1. Mixed methods for linear elasticity. To describe the new features of the
method and to facilitate comparison with previously known methods, let us intro-
duce a general method in the mixed form for our linear elasticity problem.

Mixed method finite elements for linear elasticity generally fall into two cate-
gories, those that enforce symmetry of the stress tensor exactly [2, 3, 6], and the
ones that enforce it weakly [4, 5, 18, 12, 8]. Here, we consider the latter methods.
They require the introduction of the new variable ρ = (gradu− (gradu)t)/2 which
is the antisymmetric part of gradu. Then, (1.1b) becomes

(1.2) Aσ − gradu+ ρ = 0 in Ω.

In [4, 15], the space of approximations to ρ are continuous or weakly continuous. In
contrast, here we restrict ourselves to mixed methods for which such approximations
are completely discontinuous, since this permits the element-by-element elimination
of the approximation to the auxiliary variable ρ.

Given a simplicial subdivision of Ω, denoted by Ωh, the approximation to (σ,u,ρ),

namely (σh,uh,ρh), is sought in the finite dimensional space V h×W h×Ah, where

V h := {v ∈ H(div,Ω) : v|K ∈ V (K), for all K ∈ Ωh},(1.3a)

W h := {w ∈ L2(Ω) : w|K ∈ W (K), for all K ∈ Ωh},(1.3b)

Ah := {v ∈ L2(Ω) : v|K ∈ A(K), for all K ∈ Ωh}.(1.3c)

Here L2(Ω) is the space of matrix-valued functions whose entries are in L2(Ω),
and H(div,Ω) is the space of matrix-valued functions such that each row belongs
to H(div; Ω) (the space of vector functions whose components and distributional
divergence are in L2(Ω)), and n denotes the outward unit normal. Moreover,
V (K),W (K) and A(K) are finite dimensional spaces, typically composed of poly-
nomials. The approximation is defined as the solution of

(Aσh,v)Ω + (uh, div v)Ω + (ρh,v)Ω = 0,(1.4a)

(divσh,ω)Ω = (f ,ω)Ω,(1.4b)

(σh,η)Ω = 0,(1.4c)

for all (v,ω,η) ∈ V h × W h × Ah. Above and throughout, the notation (ζ, θ)D
denotes the integral over D of ζ · θ when ζ and θ are vector functions, while for
matrix functions ζ and θ, the notation (ζ, θ)D denotes the integral over D of ζ : θ
(where “·” and “:” denote the dot product and the Frobenius inner-product, respec-
tively). As usual, for methods that enforce symmetry only weakly, we extend A to
be a symmetric and positive definite tensor over all matrices, not only symmetric
ones.

In the 1980s, Stenberg [18] considered several methods of the form (1.4). They
are extensions to the elasticity system of the Brezzi-Douglas-Marini and the Raviart-
Thomas mixed methods for second-order elliptic problems. More recently, Arnold,
Falk and Winther [5] also considered these methods in their exploration of how
to use the de Rham complex to construct new methods for linear elasticity. Both
papers set the local spaces to

W (K) :=W k(K) := Pk(K),(1.5a)

A(K) :=Ak(K) := {η ∈ Pk(K) : η + ηt = 0},(1.5b)
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where Pk(D) := [Pk(D)]d, Pk(D) := [Pk(D)]d×d and Pk(D) is the space of polyno-
mials of degree k defined on the domain D. Moreover, we use the following notation
for the L2-orthogonal complement of Pk−1(D) in Pk(D)

P̃k(D) := {v ∈ Pk(D) : (v, w)D = 0 for all w ∈ Pk−1(D)},

and we set P̃
k
(D) := [P̃k(D)]d and P̃

k
(D) := [P̃k(D)]d×d. For the local stress

space, Stenberg’s choice [18] was

V (K) := RT k(K) + δV (K),

where RT k(K) is the set of matrix-valued functions on K whose rows are in the

well-known [16, 17] Raviart-Thomas space RT k(K) = Pk(K) + xPk(K), and

δV (K) := {v ∈ Pk+d−1(K) : v = curl (w bK),w ∈ Pk−1(K)}.
Here, curl is applied row-wise, like our other differential operators, and bK is the
scalar bubble, which in the three-dimensional case is bK = λ0λ1λ2λ3 (where λi’s
denote the barycentric coordinates of the simplex K). Although Stenberg [18]
only presents the Brezzi-Douglas-Marini version of his method, he argues that the
Raviart-Thomas version we just described can be analyzed with his technique, and
in particular, that all the approximations converge with order k + 1. Moreover,
the approximation to u superconverges to a local projection of u which allows
for a simple local postprocessing procedure to compute a new approximation to u
converging with order k + 2.

Arnold, Falk and Winther [5], in addition to (1.5), set the stress space, for all
k ≥ 0, by

V (K) := Pk+1(K).

They showed that their approximations, like those of Stenberg, also converge with
order k+1. Note, however, that this rate is one order less than the order of the best
approximation error using the above V (K). Nonetheless, they argue that at least
in the lowest-order case k = 0, they can reduce the space V (K) and still obtain a
stable method.

1.2. A new element for the stress. We now describe our new element in three
dimensions (d = 3). Later sections will treat both the two- and three-dimensional
cases. We note that the two-dimensional family of elements we present here are
essentially the elements developed in [1] where they use a dual-hybrid formulation.
However, we give here a unified analysis of the two- and three-dimensional cases
which allows us to see connections. The design of our element is motivated by the
following question: Can we retain the good convergence properties of Stenberg’s
method with a local space V (K) of smaller dimension?

To precisely describe the issue, we consider any local stress space of the form

V (K) := RT k(K) + δV (K),

and ask ourselves if we can find a space δV (K) such that there is a projection
Π from the space of symmetric matrix-valued functions into V h satisfying the
following properties:

(i) divΠ = P div ,
(ii) V (K) has the smallest possible dimension for all K ∈ Ωh,
(iii) PAΠ = 0,
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where P and PA are the L2 orthogonal projections into W h and Ah, respectively.
Besides simplifying the analysis considerably, these properties of the projection tells
us how to construct an appropriately small δV (K), so the question of finding such
a Π and the design of the new finite element are linked.

To answer this question, we begin by noting that the Raviart-Thomas projection
applied row-wise, which we denote by Π

RT
, will satisfy the first two conditions if

V (K) is set to RT k(K). Recall that the projection Π
RT

is determined by the
equations

〈(Π
RT
σ)n,μ〉F = 〈σn,μ〉F , for all μ ∈ Pk(F ), for all faces F of K,(1.6a)

(ΠRTσ,v)K = (σ,v)K , for all v ∈ Pk−1(K),(1.6b)

where integration over K is indicated by (·, ·)K and integration over F by 〈·, ·〉F .
Hence, any projection Π determined by the equations

〈(Πσ)n,μ〉F = 〈σn,μ〉F , for all μ ∈ Pk(F ), for all faces F of K,(1.7a)

(Πσ,v)K = (σ,v)K , for all v ∈ Pk−1(K),(1.7b)

(Πσ,η)K = (σ,η)K , for all η ∈ Ãk(K),(1.7c)

where

Ãk(K) := Ak(K) ∩ P̃
k
(K),(1.7d)

would immediately satisfy the three above-mentioned conditions (i)–(iii). Regard-

ing the notations above, in (1.7d), Ak(K) is as in (1.5b). Throughout, n is used to
generically denote the unit outward normal (always a column vector) of a domain.
The domain will be clear from the context, e.g., in (1.3a) it is Ω, while in (1.7a), it
is the outward normal of K.

The main contribution of this paper is to show that such a projection as in (1.7)
can be constructed for k ≥ 1 if we set

δV (K) := curl (curl (Ãk(K)) bK),

where bK is the symmetric bubble matrix defined by

(1.8) bK :=

3∑
�=0

λ�−3λ�−2λ�−1 (gradλ�)
t gradλ�.

Here and throughout, the indices on barycentric coordinates are always calculated
mod 4. We note that (gradλ�)

t gradλ� is a 3 × 3 matrix since, following our
convention, gradλ� is a row vector. Let us emphasize that whereas the scalar
bubble bK is a polynomial of degree four, each of the entries of bK is a polynomial
of degree three. Moreover, whereas the scalar bubble vanishes on ∂K, the matrix
bubble bK does not ; only the tangential components of its rows vanish. Note that
our family of elements does not include the case k = 0 because in that case δV (K)
is the empty set.

Let us briefly describe the idea behind our choice of the space δV (K). Com-
paring the equations defining the projections Π RT and Π, we see that to obtain
the smallest V (K), we should add just enough functions to RT k(K) to enable en-
forcement of weak symmetry, without changing the ranges of the normal trace and
the divergence (note that the first two equations defining the projections determine

the divergence). Thus we ask: What are the matrix-functions ψ in Pk+1(K) which
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satisfy divψ|K ≡ 0 and ψn|∂K ≡ 0? We show later (in Lemma 2.4) that ψ must

be of the form ψ = curl (curl (v) bK) for some v ∈ Pk(K). Here the bubble matrix
of (1.8) appears.

The definition of the bubble matrix is inspired by [13]. To motivate, we make

two observations regarding vector functions v in Pk+1(K) satisfying div v|K ≡ 0
and v · n|∂K ≡ 0. The first observation is that the results in [13] show that
v = curl (pk−1wij) for some pk−1 ∈ Pk−1(K), where wij is a generalized Whitney-
type basis function of the form

wij = λi−3λi−2λi−1 gradλi − λj−3λj−2λj−1 gradλj .

The second is the obvious observation that matrix multiplication of the sum in (1.8)
with the vector crossproduct gradλk × gradλl (where k and l are indices different
from i and j) generates a vector collinear to wij . Combining these observations,
we find that the above-mentioned vector v can be expressed as curl (rbK) for some

r in Pk−1(K), and thus the bubble matrix bK naturally presents itself.

1.3. Analysis of the new method. To briefly compare our analysis to Sten-
berg’s [18], we begin by noting that our space V (K) is strictly contained in the
space that he used for his Raviart-Thomas version. Our choice of V (K) allows us
to use the projection Π to carry out a simple error analysis. In particular, we have
no need for the macro-element technique used in [18]. Of possibly lesser importance
are a few other improvements we make: Optimal estimates for the approximation
to ρ are proved in [18] using quasi-uniform meshes, whereas here we are able to
prove estimates without such an assumption. Note that in order to obtain opti-
mal estimates for ρ, we have made critical use of the recent breakthrough of [5];
see also [12, 8]. Finally, we note that our analysis yields a superconvergence re-
sult for a new displacement approximation on the element boundaries arising from
hybridization.

1.4. Organization of the paper. In the next section, we give the new finite
element for weakly symmetric stresses. In Section 3, we investigate the mixed
method obtained using the new element and show that, by hybridizing it, the only
globally coupled degrees of freedom of the method are those of a displacement
approximation defined on the element boundaries. In Section 4, we obtain an
estimate of the error in the stress by using a typical energy argument. In Section 5,
we use a duality argument to estimate the error in the displacement. In Section 6, we
prove optimal estimates for the rotation ρ. In Section 7 , we obtain estimates for the
approximation to the displacement on the element boundaries. We end in Section 8,
briefly examining a postprocessing scheme that yields a better approximation of the
displacement.

2. A new finite element for stress tensors

2.1. Definition and unisolvency. Adopting the Ciarlet [10] style of finite element
definition, we denote the new finite element by the triple (K,V (K),Σ(K)), whose
components are defined as follows. The geometric object K is a simplex. The set
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of degrees of freedom Σ(K) are the following linear functionals

�μ(σ) = 〈σn,μ〉F , for all μ ∈ Pk(F ), for all faces F of K,(2.9a)

�v(σ) = (σ,v)K , for all v ∈ Pk−1(K),(2.9b)

�η(σ) = (σ,η)K , for all η ∈ Ãk(K),(2.9c)

where Ãk(K) is given by (1.7d). Typically, one would use specific μ, v, and η

that form a basis for Pk(F ), Pk−1(K), and Ãk(K), respectively, to obtain a set of
linearly independent functionals.

The space V (K) is given by

V (K) := V k(K) := RT k(K) +B(Ãk(K)),(2.10a)

where

B(η) :=

{
scurl (curl (η) bK) if d = 2,

curl (curl (η) bK) if d = 3.
(2.10b)

Here bK is the scalar bubble of the triangle K (equaling the product of all barycen-
tric coordinates) and bK is the symmetric bubble matrix defined by (1.8). In the
three-dimensional case, curl acts row-wise as per our convention, but in the two-
dimensional case, curl of matrices and column vectors are defined by

curl (η) :=

(
∂1η12 − ∂2η11
∂1η22 − ∂2η21

)
and curl (w) :=

(
∂2w1 −∂1w1

∂2w2 −∂1w2

)
,

respectively. The following theorem is the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.1 (Unisolvency). Let K be a triangle or a tetrahedron. Any σ in

V k(K) is uniquely determined by the above degrees of freedom.

The remainder of this section is devoted to a proof of this theorem. We begin
with a simple lemma on the following form generated by the bubbles:

((u,v ))b =

{
(u bK ,v)K if d = 2,

(ubK ,v)K if d = 3.

Lemma 2.2. The form ((u,v ))b is an inner product on Pk(K).

Proof. The result is obvious when d = 2. For d = 3, recalling the definition of bK ,
and simplifying the Frobenius product,

(v bK ,v)K =

3∑
i=0

(λi−3λi−2λi−1 v(gradλi)
t,v(gradλi)

t)K ,

Since λi−3λi−2λi−1 ≥ 0 on K, all the terms in the sum above are nonnegative.
Hence, whenever (( v,v ))b = 0, the matrix v must have (gradλi)

t (for all i = 0, . . . , 3)
in its kernel. Thus, v vanishes on K. The symmetry of ((u,v ))b is easy to see, so
the proof is complete. �

Lemma 2.3. For any matrix u, all the row vectors of the products ubK and u bK
have vanishing tangential trace on ∂K.
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Proof. Since the statement is obvious for u bK , we only consider the matrix product

ubK =

3∑
i=0

λi−3λi−2λi−1 u(gradλi)
t gradλi.

Let Fl denote the face of K where λl vanishes (for any index l in {0, 1, 2, 3}). The
trace of ubK on Fl is

ubK |Fl
= λl−3λl−2λl−1 u (gradλl)

t gradλl|Fl
.

Therefore, all the row vectors of ubK |Fl
are collinear to gradλl, and consequently

have vanishing tangential components on Fl. Since this holds for any face Fl, we
have proved the lemma. �

Lemma 2.4. Any ψ ∈ RT k(K) satisfies divψ = 0 and ψn|∂K = 0 if and only if

there exists a v ∈ Pk−1(K) such that ψ = B(v).

Proof. If ψ = B(v) for some v in Pk−1(K), then it is obvious that ψ is in RT k(K)
and divψ = 0. Moreover, when d = 2, the components of B(v)n|∂K equal the
tangential derivatives along ∂K of the components of (curlv)bK , which vanish on
∂K by Lemma 2.3.

That B(v)n|∂K = 0 is also true when d = 3. Indeed, if vi is the ith row vector
of v, then by a vector identity, the ith component of B(v)n|∂K equals

n · curl (curl (vi)bK) = divτ (curl (vi)bK × n),

where divτ denotes the surface divergence and “×” denotes the vector cross product
in three dimensions. The argument of divτ above is zero, because by Lemma 2.3,
all the tangential components of curl (vi)bK are zero. Thus we have proved that
ψ = B(v) satisfies all the stated properties (for d = 2 and 3).

Let us now prove the converse. Suppose we are given a ψ in RT k(K) such that
divψ = 0 on K and ψn = 0 on ∂K. To construct the required v, consider the
problem of finding a v in

Zk−1(K) ≡ {w ∈ Pk−1(K) : (gradz,w)K = 0 for all z ∈ Pk(K)}
such that

(2.11) (( curlv, curlω ))b = (ψ,ω)K ,

for all ω ∈ Zk−1(K). That this equation is uniquely solvable for v ∈ Zk−1(K) is
a consequence of a well- known exact sequence property [14], namely the range of

grad : Pk(K) 	→ Pk−1(K) equals the kernel of curl in Pk−1(K). If the right-hand
side of (2.11) vanishes, then by Lemma 2.2, curlv = 0, so v is in the kernel of curl.

But at the same time, v being in Zk−1(K), is in the orthogonal complement of the
range of grad, hence v vanishes. This shows that (2.11) has a unique solution.

Having established that there is a unique v in Zk−1(K) ⊆ Pk−1(K) satisfy-
ing (2.11), the proof will be completed if we show that the solution v satisfies

(2.12) ψ = B(v).

To this end, first observe that by the definition of Zk−1(K), we can split any

ξ ∈ Pk−1(K) as ξ = grad q + ω, with q in Pk(K) and ω in Zk−1(K). Then

(( curlv, curl ξ ))b = (( curlv, curlω ))b = (ψ,ω)K = (ψ, grad q + ω)K = (ψ, ξ)K ,
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where we have used the fact that divψ = 0 and ψn|∂K = 0 imply (ψ, grad q)K =

0. Thus (2.11) in fact holds for all ω in Pk−1(K). Integrating the left-hand side
of (2.11) by parts using Lemma 2.3, we get

(B(v),ω)K = (ψ,ω) for all ω ∈ Pk−1(K).

Letting J i denote the ith row of B(v)−ψ, we therefore have

(J i,ω)K = 0, for all ω ∈ Pk−1(K),(2.13a)

〈J i · n, μ〉F = 0, for all μ ∈ Pk(F ),(2.13b)

and for all faces F of K. Note that to obtain (2.13b), we used the consequence
of Lemma 2.3 that B(v)n|∂K = 0 and the fact that ψn|∂K = 0. Since J i is in

RT k(K), by the well-known [16] degrees of freedom of the Raviart-Thomas space,
the equations of (2.13) imply that all the degrees of freedom of J i are zero. Hence
J i (for all i) vanishes and we have proved (2.12). �

Lemma 2.5. If B(η) = ψ with ψ ∈ RT k(K) and η ∈ Ãk(K), then η = 0.

Proof. We note that divψ = 0 on K and ψn = 0 on ∂K. By Lemma 2.4 we
have that ψ = B(v) for some v ∈ Pk−1(K), and hence B(η) = B(v). Applying
integration by parts and using Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.2 we can easily show that
curl (η) = curl (v). We first complete the proof in the three-dimensional case. Since

η ∈ Ãk(K) we have

η = a(z) ≡

⎛⎝ 0 z3 −z2
−z3 0 z1
z2 −z1 0

⎞⎠
for some z = (z1, z2, z3)

t ∈ P̃
k
(K). By virtue of the identity

(2.14) curl a(z) = (gradz)t − (div z)I,

we have that

curl (v) : I = ((gradz)t − (div z)I) : I = −2 div z,

i.e., div z ∈ Pk−2(K). Therefore, since (gradz)t = curl (v)+ (div z)I we have that

grad z ∈ Pk−2(K). This implies that z ∈ Pk−1(K), but since Pk−1(K)∩ P̃
k
(K) =

{0} for k ≥ 1, we have that z = 0. This shows that η = 0.
In the two-dimensional case,

η =

(
0 z
−z 0

)
,

for some z ∈ P̃k(K). Using that curl (η) = (grad z)t we can finish the proof as in
the three-dimensional case. �

We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first claim that dim(V k(K)) equals the number of in-

dependent degrees of freedom. To calculate dim(V k(K)), we first note that by
Lemma 2.5 the two spaces appearing in (2.10a) are linearly independent. Lemma 2.5

also gives us that B : Ãk(K) 	−→ V k(K) is one-to-one. Hence,

dim(V k(K)) = dim(RT k(K)) + dim(Ãk(K)).
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It is standard [16, 17] to show that the number of degrees of freedom in (2.9a)

and (2.9b) equal dim(RT k(K)). The number of degrees of freedom in (2.9c) obvi-
ously equal dim(Ãk(K)) so the claim is verified.

Next, we prove that if σ is a function in V k(K) with vanishing degrees of
freedom, then σ vanishes. Standard arguments [16, 17] show that whenever

�μ(σ) = �v(σ) = 0

for all μ ∈ Pk(F ) for all faces F of K and all v ∈ Pk−1(K), we have

(2.15) divσ = 0 and σn|∂K = 0.

By the definition of the space V k(K), this implies that σ = B(ζ) + ψ, for some

ζ ∈ Ãk(K) and some ψ in RT k(K) with divψ = 0 and ψn|∂K = 0. Using

Lemma 2.4, we therefore conclude that there is a w in Pk−1(K) such that

σ = B(ζ +w).

Then, using the last set of degrees of freedom, namely that �η(σ) = 0 for η ∈
Ãk(K), and again �v(σ) = 0, we obtain

0 = (σ,η + v)K = (B(ζ +w),η + v)K

= (( curl (ζ +w), curl (η + v) ))b.

where we used integration by parts and Lemma 2.3. Choosing η = ζ and v = w,
by Lemma 2.2, we find that curl (ζ +w) = 0. Hence, σ = B(ζ +w) = 0. �

2.2. Mappings. For implementation purposes, as well as for theoretical scaling
arguments, we need mappings between the finite elements. To define the appro-
priate mapping for our finite element, let K̂ be a fixed “reference” simplex. It can
be mapped homeomorphically to any other simplex K by a mapping of the form
F(x̂) = Mx̂+ b. Matrix-valued functions σ̂ and (column) vector-valued functions

ŵ on K̂ are mapped to functions on K by

σ(x) = | detM|−1M σ̂(x̂)Mt,(2.16)

w(x) = M−t ŵ(x̂).(2.17)

Additionally, letting τ̌ (x̂) = Mtτ (x)M, it is easy to see that

(σ, τ )K = (σ̂, τ̌ )K̂ ,(2.18a)

(σ, gradw)K = (σ̂, grad ŵ)K̂ ,(2.18b)

(divσ,v)K = (div σ̂, v̂)K̂ ,(2.18c)

〈σn,μ〉F = 〈σ̂n̂, μ̂〉F̂ ,(2.18d)

where F is the image of a face F̂ under F and n̂ is the unit outward normal
of K̂. Note that the space V k(K̂) under the mapping (2.16) is carried one-to-

one onto V k(K). Furthermore, the degrees of freedom are also mapped over. For
instance, by (2.18d),

�η(σ) = (σ,η)K = (σ̂, η̌)K̂ = �η̌(σ̂),

and the mapping η 	→ η̌ carries the space of antisymmetric matrices Ap(K) one-

to-one onto Ap(K̂) for every degree p. The next result is proved using these obser-
vations.
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Corollary 2.6. Suppose σ in V k(K) satisfies

〈σn,μ〉F = 〈E,μ〉F for all μ ∈ Pk(F ), for all faces F of K,(2.19a)

(σ,v)K = (G,v)K for all v ∈ Pk−1(K),(2.19b)

(σ,η)K = (H,η)K for all η ∈ Ãk(K).(2.19c)

Then there is a constant C > 0 depending only on k and the shape regularity of K
such that

C‖σ‖L2(K) ≤ h
1/2
K ‖E‖L2(∂K) + ‖G‖L2(K) + ‖H‖L2(K)

where hK = diam(K) and ‖ · ‖X denotes the X-norm.

Proof. Map σ to a fixed reference element K̂. On the finite dimensional space
V k(K̂), because of Theorem 2.1, the norms ‖σ̂‖L2(K̂) and

(2.20) sup
μ̂∈Pk(F̂ )

F̂⊆∂K̂

〈σ̂n̂, μ̂〉F̂
‖μ̂‖L2(F̂ )

+ sup
τ̌∈Pk−1

(K̂)

(σ̂, τ̌ )K̂
‖τ̌‖L2(K̂)

+ sup

η̌∈ ˜A
k
(K̂)

(σ̂, η̌)K̂
‖η̌‖L2(K̂)

are equivalent norms. Let us write A ∼ B whenever there are positive constants C1

and C2 depending only on the shape regularity of K such that C1A ≤ B ≤ C2A. If
μ is mapped as in (2.17) and σ as in (2.16), then it is easy to establish the following
two-sided estimates (by standard arguments, see e.g. [10]):

‖σ‖2L2(K) ∼ h4−d
K ‖σ̂‖2

L2(K̂)
,

‖τ‖2L2(K) ∼ hd−4
K ‖τ̌‖2

L2(K̂)
,

‖μ‖2L2(F ) ∼ hd−3
K ‖μ̂‖2

L2(F̂ )
.

Applying these for the denominators in (2.20), and applying the identities (2.18a)
and (2.18d) for the numerators, we find that

C‖σ‖L2(K) ≤ sup
μ∈Pk(F )
F⊆∂K

h
1/2
K 〈E,μ〉F
‖μ‖L2(F )

+ sup
τ∈Pk−1

(K)

(G, τ )K
‖τ‖L2(K)

+ sup

η∈ ˜A
k
(K)

(H,η)K

‖η‖L2(K)

and the corollary follows. �

2.3. The projection. Any finite element has a projection (also known as an in-
terpolation operator) [10]. For a smooth σ, its projection into the finite element

space V k(K), denoted by Πσ, is defined as usual, by

�(σ −Πσ) = 0

for all the degrees of freedom � ∈ {�μ, �v, �η} defined in (2.9). Note that these

equations are the same as (1.7). In other words, the interpolation operator of our
finite element is precisely the projection Π that we sought in (1.7).

Note that Π can only be applied to σ that are smooth enough for the right-
hand sides of (1.7) to make sense. While (1.7b) and (1.7c) make sense for any σ in
L2(K), for (1.7a), we need σ to have slightly better regularity properties, such as,
for example, σ in H(div,K)∩Lp(K) for any p > 2 (by the same arguments as for
the Raviart-Thomas projection [9]). So as not to get into technicalities concerning
the maximal domain of Π, we will tacitly assume that all functions to which we
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apply Π are in its domain, which we simply denote by domΠ, a set that satisfies
the inclusions

H(div,K) ∩Lp(K) ⊂ domΠ ⊂ H(div,K)

for p > 2. That for all σ in domΠ, the left-hand sides of (1.7) uniquely define

Πσ in V k(K), follows from Theorem 2.1. The important properties of Π that
we shall use later are proved in the next theorem. We use C to denote a generic
constant, whose values at different occurrences may differ, but will always remain
independent of the size of mesh elements.

Theorem 2.7. Suppose σ is in domΠ. Then

(2.21) div (Πσ) = P (divσ),

where P is the L2(Ω)-orthogonal projection onto W h. If, in addition, σ is in
Hr(K) for some r satisfying 1 ≤ r ≤ k + 1, then

(2.22) ‖Πσ − σ‖L2(K) ≤ C hr
K |σ|Hr(K).

Proof. Let us prove the identity (2.21). For any v in W h, we have

(div (Πσ),v)K =− (Πσ, gradv)K + 〈Πσn,v〉∂K
=− (σ, gradv)K + 〈σn,v〉∂K by (1.7b) and (1.7a),

= (divσ,v)K ,

which readily implies the identity (2.21).
To prove the approximation estimate, we use the triangle inequality

(2.23) ‖Πσ − σ‖L2(K) ≤ ‖σ −Π
RT
σ‖L2(K) + ‖δ‖L2(K),

where δ := (Π−Π
RT
)σ and Π

RT
is the Raviart-Thomas projection defined in (1.6).

Note that δ is in V k(K) and satisfies (2.19) with E = 0,G = 0 and H = σ−Π
RT
σ.

Hence by Corollary 2.6,

‖δ‖L2(K) ≤ C ‖σ −Π
RT
σ‖L2(K).

Using this in (2.23), the estimate of the theorem follows from the well-known ap-
proximation properties of the projection Π

RT
. �

2.4. Inf-sup condition. Our global finite element spaces are V h ×W h ×Ah as
defined by (1.3) where the local spaces are given by (1.5) and (2.10). A fundamental
property of this triplet of spaces is as follows:

Lemma 2.8. Given any w in W h and ζ in Ah, there exists a τ in V h satisfying

div τ = w,

(τ ,η) = (ζ,η), ∀η ∈ Ah, and

‖τ‖L2(Ω) ≤ C
(
‖w‖L2(Ω) + ‖ζ‖L2(Ω)

)
,

where C only depends on the shape regularity of Ωh.

Proof. By [5, Theorem 7.1], there exists a τ k+1 in the space {v ∈ H(div,Ω) : v|K ∈
Pk+1(K), for all K ∈ Ωh} such that

div τ k+1 = w,

(τ k+1,η) = (ζ,η), ∀η ∈ Ah, and

‖τ k+1‖L2(Ω) ≤ C
(
‖w‖L2(Ω) + ‖ζ‖L2(Ω)

)
,
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where C depends on the shape regularity of the mesh. Being a piecewise polynomial,
τ k+1 obviously has enough regularity for applying Π, so we may set τ = Πτ k+1.
Then

div τ = Pdiv τ k+1 = w, by Theorem 2.7,

(τ ,η) = (τ k+1,η) = (ζ,η), ∀η ∈ Ah, by (1.7b) and (1.7c),

which are the first two identities of the lemma. The final estimate of the lemma
follows by scaling arguments (cf. Corollary 2.6) and norm equivalences. �

An immediate consequence of Lemma 2.8 is that the “inf-sup” [9] condition

(2.24) sup
τ∈V h

(wh, div τ ) + (ζh, τ )

‖τ‖H(div,Ω)
≥ C

(
‖wh‖L2(Ω) + ‖ζh‖L2(Ω)

)
holds for all ζh in Ah and wh in W h. This can be used together with the abstract
theory of mixed methods [9] to obtain error estimates for our method. But in later
sections, we do a refined error analysis so as to clearly see the dependence of errors
in each variable on others.

3. The method and its hybridization

3.1. Definition. The method we consider takes the approximation (σh,uh,ρh) in

the space V h×W h×Ah defined by (1.3) where the local spaces are given by (1.5)
and (2.10). It is determined by the equations (1.4).

Proposition 3.1. There is a unique (σh,uh,ρh) ∈ V h×W h×Ah satisfying (1.4)
for k ≥ 1.

Proof. Since (1.4) is a square system we only need to prove uniqueness. To this
end, suppose f = 0 in (1.4). Setting all test functions to trial functions and adding
the equations of (1.4), we obtain that (Aσh,σh) = 0 which immediately implies
that σh = 0. Next, choose τ in (1.4a) to be the function given by Lemma 2.8 with
w = uh and ζ = ρh. Then we see that uh and ρh also vanish. �

3.2. Hybridized formulation. Implementation of the method in the form (1.4)
will result in an indefinite linear system that couples all three unknowns. Hence
we recommend an alternate implementation technique via hybridization that will
result in a symmetric positive definite system for a single new variable. We develop
this technique now.

The hybridized formulation removes the H(div,Ω)-continuity constraints from

the space V h, and places them as an additional equation of the method. Accord-
ingly, we need the space

Ṽ h = {v : v|K ∈ V k(K) for all mesh elements K ∈ Ωh}

without H(div,Ω)-conformity, as well as a space of Lagrange multipliers

Mh = {μ : μ|F ∈ Pk(F ) for all mesh faces F ∈ Eh, and μ|∂Ω = 0}.
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The approximate solution given by the hybridized method is (σh,uh,ρh,λh) ∈
Ṽ h ×W h ×Ah ×Mh, satisfying

(Aσh,v)Ωh
+ (uh, div v)Ωh

+ (ρh,v)Ωh
+ 〈λh,vn〉∂Ωh

= 0,(3.25a)

(divσh,ω)Ωh
= (f ,ω)Ωh

,(3.25b)

(σh,η)Ωh
= 0,(3.25c)

〈σhn,μ〉∂Ωh
= 0,(3.25d)

for all (v,ω,η,μ) ∈ Ṽ h×W h×Ah×Mh. Here, differential operators are applied
element by element and

(ω, v)Ωh
:=

∑
K∈Ωh

(ω, v)K , 〈ω, v〉∂Ωh
:=

∑
K∈Ωh

〈ω, v〉∂K .

Note that using identities such as in (2.18), the stiffness matrices corresponding to
each term in (3.25) can be computed on a fixed reference element and mapped over.

Proposition 3.2. There is a unique (σh,uh,ρh,λh) ∈ Ṽ h × W h × Ah × Mh

satisfying (3.25). Moreover, the first three components of the solution, namely
(σh,uh,ρh), coincide with that of the mixed method (1.4).

Proof. First observe that if (σh,uh,ρh,λh) satisfies (3.25), then σh ∈ V h. More-

over, since Ṽ h ⊃ V h, choosing test functions v in V h, we see that the equa-
tions (3.25a)–(3.25c) are identical to the equations of the mixed method (1.4). The
second assertion of the proposition is therefore immediate.

To prove that there is a unique (σh,uh,ρh,λh), since the system (3.25) is square,
it is enough to show that the only solution when f = 0 is the trivial one. When
f vanishes, the argument of the previous paragraph and Proposition 3.1 show that
(σh,uh,ρh) is zero. The equation (3.25a) then becomes

〈λh,vn〉∂Ωh
= 0 for all v ∈ Ṽ h,

which readily implies that λh = 0. This completes the proof. �

It is possible to eliminate the variables σh,uh, and ρh and obtain one global

system for λh. Furthermore, once λh is computed, σh,uh, and ρh can be computed

using λh locally, element by element. To make such assertions precise, consider the
solution of the following problem on one element:

(AσF,G,v)K + (uF,G, div v)K + (ρ
F,G

,v)K = G(v),(3.26a)

(divσF,G,ω)K = F (ω),(3.26b)

(σF,G,η)K = 0.(3.26c)

Furthermore, let (σμ,uμ,ρμ
) denote the local solution (σF,G,uF,G,ρF,G

) obtained

when G(v) = −〈μ,vn〉∂K and F = 0, and let (σf ,uf ,ρf
) denote the local solution

(σF,G,uF,G,ρF,G
) obtained when G = 0 and F (ω) = (f ,ω)K . Then we have the

following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. The function (σh,uh,ρh,λh) ∈ Ṽ h × W h × Ah × Mh satis-

fies (3.25) if and only if λh is the unique solution of

(3.27) ah(λ
h,μ) = bh(μ) for all μ ∈ Mh,
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where the forms are defined by ah(μ,γ) := (σμ,σγ)Ωh
, bh(μ) := (f,uμ)Ωh

, and

σh = σλh + σf , uh = uλh + uf , ρh = ρ
λh + ρ

f
.

Proof. This proof is substantially similar to a proof in [11], so we will be brief.
By linear superposition of the equations (3.26) defining the local solutions, it is
obvious that σλh + σf , uλh + uf , and ρ

λh + ρ
f
satisfy the first three equations

of the hybridized mixed method (3.25a)–(3.25c). Hence they coincide with σh, uh

and λh, respectively, if and only if the last equation (3.25d) is also satisfied. But
since (3.26) implies (the details can be worked out along the lines of analogous
arguments in the proof of [11, Lemma 2.2])

−〈μ,σλhn〉∂Ωh
= (Aσλh ,σμ)Ωh

,

−〈μ,σfn〉∂Ωh
= (f ,uμ)Ωh

,

we find that (3.25d) holds if and only if λh satisfies (3.27). �

4. Error estimate for the stress

We will now establish an a priori bound on the distance between σ and σh in
the following norm that depends on the compliance tensor A:

‖v‖L2(Ω;A) :=
√
(Av,v)Ω.

Since the projection error Πσ − σ converges at the same asymptotic rate as the
L2 best approximation error (by Theorem 2.7), the optimal rate of convergence for
σ − σh follows from that of Πσ − σh given below.

Theorem 4.1. Let σ be the solution to (1.1) and let σh be the approximation given
by (1.4). Then,

‖Πσ − σh‖L2(Ω;A) ≤ C(‖Πσ − σ‖L2(Ω;A) + ‖P ρ− ρ‖L2(Ω;D))

where P is the L2 orthogonal projection onto Ah and D is the inverse of A.

Proof. Let us make some preliminary observations on the function to be bounded,
namely Πσ − σh. First, from (2.21) we see that divΠσ = Pf , so

(4.28) div (Πσ − σh) = 0,

where we used (1.4b). Furthermore, by (1.7b), (1.7c), and (1.4c),

(4.29) (Πσ − σh,η)Ω = 0, for all η ∈ Ah,

where we have also used the fact the exact solution σ is symmetric.
These, together with the equations of the method, are enough to prove the error

estimate, as we now see. From (1.1b) we obtain

(Aσ,v)Ω + (u, div v)Ω + (ρ,v)Ω = 0, ∀v ∈ V h,

which, after introducing Πσ and Pρ and rearranging, gives

(AΠσ,v)Ω + (u, div v)Ω + (P ρ,v)Ω = (A(Πσ − σ),v)Ω + (P ρ− ρ,v)Ω,

for all v ∈ V h. Subtracting (1.4a) from the above equation, we get that

(A(Πσ − σh),v)Ω + (u− uh, div v)Ω + (P ρ− ρh,v)Ω

= (A(Πσ − σ),v)Ω + (P ρ− ρ,v)Ω,
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for all v ∈ V h. Choosing v = Πσ − σh and using (4.28) and (4.29), we obtain

‖Πσ − σh‖2L2(Ω;A) = (A(Πσ − σ),Πσ − σh)Ω + (P ρ− ρ,Πσ − σh)Ω.

Hence, the proof is finished by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. �

5. Error estimate for the displacement

Now we will prove an error estimate for u by a duality argument. For this, we
need the following dual problem:

divψ =θ in Ω,(5.30a)

Aψ − ε(φ) =0 in Ω,(5.30b)

φ =0 on ∂Ω.(5.30c)

We assume that ψ ∈ domΠ. We also assume that

(5.31) ‖ψ‖Hs(Ω) + ‖φ‖H1+s(Ω) ≤ C‖θ‖L2(Ω),

for some s ≥ 0. Such inequalities are known to hold in several cases, e.g., in the
case of planar elasticity with scalar coefficients on a convex domain, it holds [7]
with s = 1. The main result of this section is the following error estimate.

Theorem 5.1. If the regularity estimate (5.31) holds, then we have

‖Pu− uh‖L2(Ω) ≤ C hs(‖Πσ − σ‖L2(Ω) + ‖ρ− P ρ‖L2(Ω))

where h = max(hK : K ∈ Ωh).

The proof of this theorem is based on the identity of the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. If ψ is in dom(Π) and ξ is the antisymmetric part of gradφ, then

(Pu− uh, θ)Ω = (A(σ − σh),ψ −Πψ)Ω + (σ − σh, ξ − P ξ )Ω

− (σ −Πσ, grad (φ− Pφ))Ω + (ρ− P ρ,Πψ −ψ)Ω,

where we define grad (Pφ) on each element by grad (Pφ)|K := grad ((Pφ)|K) for
all K ∈ Ωh.

Proof. We begin by splitting the left-hand side into two parts T1 and T2 as follows:

(Pu− uh, θ)Ω = (Pu− uh, divψ)Ω by (5.30a)

= (Pu− uh, divΠψ)Ω by (2.21) of Theorem 2.7

= (u− uh, divΠψ)Ω

= T1 + T2

with

T1 := −(A(σ − σh),Πψ)Ω and T2 := (ρ− ρh,Πψ)Ω.

In the last step above, we have used (1.4a) and (1.1b).
Let us first manipulate T2:

T2 = (ρ− ρh,ψ)Ω + (ρ− ρh,Πψ −ψ)Ω

= (ρ− ρh,ψ)Ω + (P ρ− ρh,Πψ −ψ)Ω + (ρ− P ρ,Πψ −ψ)Ω

= (ρ− P ρ,Πψ −ψ)Ω.
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Here we used that (ρ−ρh,ψ)Ω = 0 which follows from the fact that ψ is symmetric

and ρ−ρh is antisymmetric. Moreover, we used (1.7b) and (1.7c) to conclude that

(P ρ− ρh,Πψ −ψ)Ω = 0.
For T1, let us first analyze the following similar term:

(A(σ − σh),ψ)Ω = (A(σ − σh),Dε(φ))Ω, by (5.30b)

= (σ − σh, ε(φ) )Ω, as A is symmetric.

Letting ξ be the antisymmetric part of gradφ and continuing, we have

(A(σ − σh),ψ)Ω = (σ − σh, gradφ )Ω − (σ − σh, ξ )Ω

= (σ −Πσ, gradφ )Ω + (Πσ − σh, gradφ )Ω

− (σ − σh, ξ − P ξ )Ω − (σ − σh,P ξ )Ω.

Now, (σh −Πσ, gradφ )Ω = 0 by integration by parts and (4.28). The symmetry
of σ and the weak symmetry of σh given by (1.4c) shows that (σ − σh,P ξ )Ω is
also zero. Hence,

(A(σ − σh),ψ)Ω = (σ −Πσ, grad (φ− Pφ))Ω − (σ − σh, ξ − P ξ )Ω,

where we have used that (σ −Πσ, gradPφ )Ω = 0, a consequence of (1.7b).
Hence we can rewrite T1 as

T1 = (A(σ − σh),ψ −Πψ)Ω + (A(σ − σh),ψ)Ω

= (A(σ − σh),ψ −Πψ)Ω − (σ −Πσ, grad (φ− Pφ) )Ω

+ (σ − σh, ξ − P ξ )Ω.

Adding these terms equaling T1 and T2, the lemma is proved. �

Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof reduces to bounding the terms in Lemma 5.2. By
standard approximation estimates and Theorem 2.7,

|ψ −Πψ‖L2(Ω) ≤ Chs‖ψ‖Hs(Ω),

‖ξ − Pξ‖L2(Ω) ≤ Chs‖ψ‖Hs(Ω) ≤ Chs‖gradφ‖Hs(Ω) ≤ Chs‖φ‖H1+s(Ω),

‖grad (φ− Pφ)‖L2(Ω) ≤ Chs‖φ‖H1+s(Ω).

Now, applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the right-hand side terms of the iden-
tity of Lemma 5.2, and using the boundedness of A, we obtain

(Pu− uh, θ)Ω ≤ C hs(‖Πσ − σ‖L2(Ω) + ‖P ρ− ρ‖L2(Ω))‖θ‖L2(Ω),

where we have also used Theorem 4.1 and the regularity assumption (5.31). The
result now follows by taking the supremum over θ ∈ L2(Ω) of the unit norm. �

6. Error estimate for the rotation

Theorem 6.1. We have ‖ρ− ρh‖L2(Ω) ≤ C
(
‖σ −Πσ‖L2(Ω) + ‖ρ− P ρ‖L2(Ω)

)
.

Proof. Using (1.4a) and (1.1b) we have

(P ρ− ρh,v) = −(A(σ − σh),v)− (u− uh, div v) + (P ρ− ρ,v),
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for all v ∈ V h. Choose v such that div v = 0 and (v,η) = (P ρ − ρh,η) for all η

in Ah. This is possible by Lemma 2.8. Then,

‖P ρ− ρh‖2L2(Ω) = −(A(σ − σh),v) + (P ρ− ρ,v),

≤ C
(
‖σ − σh‖L2(Ω) + ‖P ρ− ρ‖L2(Ω)

)
‖P ρ− ρh‖L2(Ω),

where we have used ‖v‖L2(Ω) ≤ C‖P ρ−ρh‖L2(Ω), an estimate given by Lemma 2.8.
The result now follows after we apply the triangle inequality and Theorem 4.1. �

We remark that Lemma 2.8 seems to be indispensable above, whereas the error
estimates for σ and u did not use Lemma 2.8. Nonetheless, note that one can prove
an optimal error estimate for ρ without using Lemma 2.8 if one applies Theorem 5.1

assuming full H2(Ω)-regularity of (5.30) and quasi-uniform meshes.

7. Error estimates for the Lagrange multiplier

The error in the Lagrange multiplier λh is the subject of this section. We can
bound the error by a local argument once we use the hybridized formulation (3.25).
Specifically, we use the first equation of the discrete method (3.25a) and the cor-
responding exact equation (1.1b), which together imply that on any mesh element
K, we have

(7.32) (A(σ − σh),v)K + (u− uh, div v)K + (ρ− ρh,v)K + 〈u− λh,vn〉K = 0,

for all v ∈ V k(K). Now, let P∂ denote the L2 orthogonal projection into Mh, i.e.,

(7.33) 〈P∂ u,μ〉F = 〈u,μ〉F , for all μ ∈ Mh,

for any face F of any mesh element. Then, since div v ∈ Pk(K) and vn ∈ Pk(F )

for any v ∈ V k(K), we can rewrite (7.32) as

(7.34) (A(σ−σh),v)K+(Pu−uh, div v)K+(ρ−ρh,v)K+〈P∂ u−λh,vn〉K = 0.

The following theorem is proved using (7.34).

Theorem 7.1. Let P∂ be the L2 projection onto Mh defined in (7.33). Then,

C‖P∂ u− λh‖h ≤ h ‖σ −Πσ‖L2(Ω) + h ‖ρ− Pρ‖L2(Ω) + ‖Pu− uh‖L2(Ω),

where

‖μ‖h :=
∑

K∈Ωh

hK‖μ‖2L2(∂K).

Proof. We use (7.34), and we choose v there to be the unique function in V k(K)

satisfying (2.18) with E = P∂ u− λh and G = H = 0. Then,

‖P∂ u− λh‖2L2(∂K) = −(A(σ − σh),v)K − (Pu− uh, div v)K + (P ρ− ρ,v)K .

By Corollary 2.6, we know that ‖v‖2L2(K) ≤ ChK‖P∂ u− λh‖2L2(∂K). Hence, using

the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and an inverse estimate, we obtain

ChK‖P∂ u−λh‖2L2(∂K) ≤ h2
K(‖σ−σh‖2L2(K)+‖ρ−P ρ‖2L2(K))+‖Pu−uh‖2L2(K).

The result follows by summing overK ∈ Ωh and applying Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. �

Note that if the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 hold, its conclusion, combined with
Theorem 7.1, yields a superconvergence result for λh.
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8. Postprocessing

After computing the mixed approximations σh and uh, it is possible to postpro-
cess them to yield a new displacement approximation uh,� of enhanced accuracy.
The postprocessing scheme is local (and hence inexpensive) and is defined follow-
ing [18]. On each simplex K ∈ Ωh, the postprocessed approximation uh,� is the

(unique) function in Pk+1(K) satisfying

(graduh,�, gradω)K = (Aσh + ρh, gradω)K ∀ω ∈ P̃
k+1

(K),

(uh,�,w)K = (uh,w)K ∀w ∈ Pk(K).

Then, we have the following result. We omit its proof as it proceeds along the same
lines as a proof in Stenberg [18] (except that we use Theorem 5.1 instead).

Theorem 8.1. Suppose u is in Hk+2(Ω) and the regularity assumption (5.31)
holds with s = 1. Then

‖u− uh,�‖L2(Ω) ≤ C hk+2 |u|Hk+2(Ω).

As a final remark, observe that if we use the hybridized scheme and consequently
have access to λh, then we can simplify the postprocessing further. Indeed, setting
ζh,� := uh,�−uh, we have that ζh,�|K is the unique function in Pk+1(K) satisfying

(grad ζh,�, gradω)K = 〈uh − λh, (gradω)n〉∂K ∀ω ∈ P̃
k+1

(K),

(ζh,�,ω)K = 0 ∀ω ∈ Pk(K).

Here we have used (3.25a) to obtain the first equation. Its advantage is that its
right-hand side can be computed using quadratures in one less dimension.
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